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There are two distinct alternative kinds of speci�cation of ow �eld. The �rst ,usually

called the Eulerian type, is like the speci�cation of an electoromagnetic �eld in that the

ow quantities are de�ned as function of position in space and time. The primary ow

quantitiy is the velocity of the uid. This Eulerian speci�cation can be thought of as

providing a picture of the spatial distribution of uid velocity at each instant during the

motion.

The second, called Lagrangian type of speci�cation , makes use of the fact that , as in

particle mechanics , some of the dynamical or physical quantities refer not only to certain

positions in space but also to identi�able pieces of matter. The ow quantities are here

de�ned as functions of time and of the choice of a material element of uid, and describe

the dynamical history of this selected uid element.

Numerical methods for solving partial di�erential equations require some form of spa-

tial discretization, or mesh of nodes, at which the solution is speci�ed. The nature of the

mesh is an important factor in determining the accuracy and stability of the method as

well as the type of partial di�erential equation that can be solved. For example, Finite

Di�erence Method is based on a regular spatial discritization, and Finite Element Method

divide the plane into triangles or rectangles, often with an irregular distribution.

In lagrangian techniques the mesh is required to evolve with the solution, that is, mesh

nodes move during the calculation. The Lagrangian type of the speci�cation is useful in

special contexts. An example is the case of advection in which the mesh nodes are attached

to a deforming medium. Although an evolving mesh allows for material properties to be

accurately transported at the nodes, large displacements quickly result in severe mesh

distortion which in turn increases numerical instability and restricts accuracy.
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Generally, Eulerian type of speci�cation is use in computational uid dynamics. In

eulerian techniques, since the nodes is �xed, the spatial mesh need not to be made to

change.

Natural Element Method is a new Lagrangian method which overcomes these problems

proposed Jean Braun et al. This method is based on the fundamental geometrical concept

of natural neighbours. The result is a the method which can be applied to problems

where traditional eulerian and lagrangian techniques fail; for example, those involving

large deformation, or uid-solid interactions, The two essential features are the way in

which both the mesh nodes and the connections between nodes are updated during the

calculation to maintain an appropriate well shaped triangulation, and the use of natural

neighbour interpolation and their derivatives to interpolate smoothly between arbitrarily

distributed nodes. They use a two dimensional example of a sinking elasto plastic plate

in a linear viscosity uid to illustrate these features.

In our research this method is applied to solve Navier Stokes equation. This problem

is more di�cult than their example. But adding or removeing the nodal point on the

mesh, we success to solve the problem.

But using the method, the matrix to solved is more complex than other methods.

Accordingly, it takes longer time in the calculation to solve the matrix. Furthermore, its

interpolation , called Natural Neighbour interpolation , require much arithmetic opera-

tions to make the matrix.

For these reasons, to decrease the computational time, we sellect the way of use parallel

computing. The various forms of parallel numerical algorithm that speed up computations

are as di�erent as the number of researchers working on the problem. However, most of the

recently proposed concurrent computational strategies seem to have a common starting

point, namely, domain decomposition.

In this paper, we propose the parallel numerical algorithm for Natural Element Method

using domain decomposition. The way of domain decomposition is as follows. All proces-

sors have information of nodal point(for example, velocity , pressure) in whole domain.

Each processor selects his sub domain to calculation. We describe the parallel implemen-

tation of Natural Element Method, for simulating uid ow. The code is implemented

on the Connection Machine CM-5, a massively parallel processor. To use the speed up

ratio we evaluate our algorithm. We suggest the possibility of the calculation of parallel

Natural Element Method.
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